asymmetrical lexicon
IT ALL began with a very simple, innocent question -the worst kind of question, when it comes to matters of English usage. 'What,' asked a listener to the English language slot in Radio 5's Five Aside, 'should I say at the end of a meal, when I'm asked by my host whether I want any more food? I'm never comfortable saying I'm full, even when surrounded by polite apologetic phrases.' I agreed and began listening. Within a few days I had heard several unconscious attempts to avoid this phrase, ranging from the mildly abrupt (I've had enough) to the effete (sated, replete) and mock-serious (suffisant). I asked a group of foreign students what they would say. They went away and consulted Roget. One came back with a winner: I've had it up to here, he suggested! If we do take a short stroll through Roget, we don't get much help. The language seems starved of words to talk about a full stomach. On the other hand, there seems to be a surfeit of words to talk about an empty stomachsuch as starved, famished and ravenous. There is even a word for slightly hungry (peckish) -but nothing for slightly full. We can distinguish between being empty of food (hungry) and being empty of drink (thirsty, parched) What have the poets been up to? Why no fund of similes for ill health? Maybe the answer is simple. If you're feeling fine, you'll be writing, and creative, and you'll think up all kinds of ways to express your feelings. If you're under the weather, the last thing you want to do is -as Dylan Thomas says in A Visit to America -'write another lousy word', let alone think up a brilliant figure of speech which exactly captures your condition. For most of us, in order to write well, we must be well. Maybe this explains our everyday figurative creativity for health expressions, too?
Lexical voyages are always interesting, and raise all kinds of issues to do with the human condition. For to ask the question 'Why?' about any of the above is at once to be involved in considerations which, in the days of the first anthropological linguists, were brought under the heading of 'Language, Thought and Reality'. People are certainly very ready to proceed from observations of lexical imbalance to conclusions about the way we live and think about the world. Much of the discussion of sexist language, for example, has been fuelled by observed discrepancies between male and female vocabulary (such as the claim that there are ten times as many words in English for sexually promiscuous women as there are for sexually promiscuous men). But not many areas of' lexical asymmetry have such a straightforward social explanation.
We might jump to immediate explanations for certain asymmetries. I can understand why people need to talk about ill health rather than good health. I can also see why expressions for 'Drunkenness' should be more (three times more, in fact) than for 'Sobriety', and four times as many for 'Marriage' compared with 'Celibacy', or for 'Bad Person' compared with 'Good Person'. But from what we know of humanity, why should there be twice as many expressions for 'Friendship' as for 'Enmity', or twice as many for 'Preparation' compared with Nonpreparation'? Why are there twice as many expressions for 'Heat' compared with 'Cold'. And why are there three times as many expressions for 'Redness' compared with 'Greenness'? Any thesaurus will raise many such imponderables.
There have been few linguistically informed studies of the relationship between linguistic and cultural history. (A fascinating exception is Geoffrey Hughes, Words in Time, Blackwell 1988 -a social history of English vocabulary, as his sub-title puts it.) My feeling is that there is a lexical goldmine here, awaiting exploration. In the meantime, I offer the hunt for semantic asymmetries to ET readers as a way of whiling away a wet weekend. 0
